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Introducing the GE SmartCommand™ system
Comfort. Control. Convenience.

Intelligent systems integration
and energy savings have a
new home.

feeling right at home
With the GE SmartCommand™ system, homeowners enjoy an environment that is customized to fit
their lifestyle. Using an aesthetically pleasing color touchpad, homeowners determine comfort levels
by selecting temperature, lighting and audio settings. Preset temperature and lighting levels can be
established for daytime or night, home or away and other specific conditions or timeframes.
SmartCommand products provide peace of mind with an integrated GE security system that can
be programmed to fit each homeowner’s needs. They can take comfort in the fact that with
SmartCommand products, they will never outgrow their system. Options include integrating any
combination of intercom/audio, security, lighting, or heating and air conditioning control or integrating
all systems. With the SmartCommand system, it’s easy to enjoy the comforts
previously afforded to a select few.

all systems go
Seamlessly integrating security, lighting, HVAC, and
audio/intercom, GE SmartCommand™ products provide
comfort, control and convenience through a common user
interface. The GE SmartCommand system is a scalable solution
that can accommodate virtually any application and need. Easy
to install and infinitely customizable, SmartCommand products
add tangible value to builders, installers and homeowners.

comfort

Home environment completely customized to personal preferences
temperature contr0l • Customized audio/intercom settings
lighting control • peace of mind • GE quality and reliability

SmartCommand
Communicating Thermostat

SmartCommand
Color Touchscreen

SmartCommander™
Hub

• Backlit LCD display provides
easy viewing in any lighting
condition: temperature,
set point, system mode,
fan mode and time

• 7.8" color screen displays
complete information on
an easy-to-read screen

• Controls lighting, security,
thermostats, multi-room
audio, relays and more
so that homeowners
enjoy comfort, control
and convenience

• Rich information is easily
retrieved, viewed and controlled
• Works with all standard
gas/electric and heat pump
HVAC systems, including
multi-stage units
• Easy to program to reflect
homeowners’ needs

• 640 x 480 resolution provides
excellent screen visibility and
touch control of all functions
with a large touchscreen area
• Simple programming to
customize the look of the
touchscreen
• Interfaces with NetworX ™
and Concord 4™ security systems

• Create schedules,
macros and scenes
• Real-time astronomical
clock for precise, synchronized
timing of device controls

feeling right at home

just the right touch

With the GE SmartCommand™ system, homeowners enjoy an environment that is customized to fit
their lifestyle. Using an aesthetically pleasing color touchpad, homeowners determine comfort levels
by selecting temperature, lighting and audio settings. Preset temperature and lighting levels can be
established for daytime or night, home or away and other specific conditions or timeframes.

No system provides more powerful central control to home environments than
the SmartCommand system. Through the SmartCommand Color Touchscreen,
homeowners have complete command and control of their heating and air
conditioning, audio/intercom, lighting and security systems. Information is
custom-displayed on a user-friendly touchpad, allowing easy access, monitoring
and adjustment.

SmartCommand products provide peace of mind with an integrated GE security system that can
be programmed to fit each homeowner’s needs. They can take comfort in the fact that with
SmartCommand products, they will never outgrow their system. Options include integrating any
combination of intercom/audio, security, lighting, or heating and air conditioning control or integrating
all systems. With the SmartCommand system, it’s easy to enjoy the comforts
previously afforded to a select few.

comfort

Home environment completely customized to personal preferences

SmartCommand products seamlessly bring together these once disparate systems,
allowing them to communicate with one another through the SmartCommander™
Hub. Now, lighting can be pre-programmed to go on when the security system is in
specific modes or at certain times of the day or night. Heating and air conditioning
systems can be preset to operate at different levels during occupied or unoccupied
times, providing substantial cost savings

control

energy savings thru heating and air conditioning control

simplicity shouldn’t
be a luxury
With an intuitive, user-friendly touchscreen,
the SmartCommand system brings simplicity
of operation and convenience to any room
in the house. Whether it’s heating, air conditioning,
audio/intercom, lighting or security systems, with
SmartCommand products access is quick and
convenient. Designed to integrate and be
compatible with a wide variety of lighting and
HVAC system protocols, the SmartCommand
system allows these once disparate systems to
work together to deliver a unique, customizable
environment to meet any homeowner’s needs.

With Ethernet ports for network and Internet
connectivity, home systems can be accessed
remotely via PC for complete convenience
and control anywhere, anytime. With easy
add-ons and plug-and-play components,
you’ll never outgrow the SmartCommand
product family.

convenience
Seamless integration of security, HVAC, Lighting, intercom, audio systems

temperature contr0l • Customized audio/intercom settings

audio and entertainment management and control

future scalability • centralized control via user-friendly touchscreen

lighting control • peace of mind • GE quality and reliability

centralized command and control via
single color touchscreen

		

fully customizable and programmable touchscreen

		

preconfigurable to fit individual lifestyles
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where it all
comes together
The SmartCommand™ family of products is the epitome of intelligent
home systems integration. Only GE brings such a large product
family together, with elements seamlessly working in conjunction
with one another, at such an accessible price point through a
common user-friendly interface. The outcome is a comfortable
home, with complete command and control of your environment,
and the convenience of being able to easily manage it.
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